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A SHABBOS ALERT TO THE FLATBUSH COMMUNITY

We have been asked regarding the "KOSHER SWITCH",  which is being 

marketed as a switch which may be used to turn electricity on and off on Shabbos.

After carefully reviewing the device, we have concluded that it relies upon heteirim which are not reliable. There are 

 !"##$%&'("$)&*+$,-$ !#$!# #".$/0$1!#$Grama aspect: The claim that this is less than a gramma is incorrect. As they 

themselves acknowledge, a gramma is prohibited on Shabbos. This device is, at the very least a gramma and according 

 ($%&-2$3&4&5!,5$&6 !(", ,#+$*(647$8#$5(-+,7#"#7$&$7,"#5 $%#4&5!&!9$,-$ 6"-,-:$ !#$#4#5 ",5, 2$(-$("$(;;.$<0$1!#$Psik 

Reisha aspect; the claim that the randomness of the pulse activity renders this a non-Psik-Raisha is incorrect. The 

electricity goes on almost immediately after the switch is turned on. The fact that the inner working of the device 

involves complex activity does not change this. As a matter of fact, many of the Psik Reisha examples in Shas and 

=(+>,%$,-?(4?#$:"#& #"$"&-7(%-#++$&-7$7#4&2+.$@0$1!#$Aeino Miskaven aspect; It is also doubtful that this is considered 

an unintentional action at all since the device is manufactured to work this way. 

The fact that the switch operates differently on Shabbos than during the week; and the fact that the switch’s appearance 

is different than a regular switch is irrelevant. Poskim generally agree that anything which is easily used on Shabbos, 

cannot be considered a shinui or gramma even if it has been designed to do the melacha in an unusual or technologically 

indirect manner.

All this in addition to the fact that this innovation runs contrary to basic core Torah and Shabbos values, and is 

7#A-, #42$&$zilzul d’Shabbos which itself is reason enough to prohibit its use.

This innovation has been publicized with the representation that it has the endorsement of “leading Poskim and 

Orthodox Rabbis” and that it is permitted for use lechatchila and is actually recommended for installation in Jewish 

homes for the enhancement of Shabbos. However, some of these Rabbis have already stated that they do not endorse 

use of this product on Shabbos. 

This device should not be brought into any Jewish home. This device is undoubtedly prohibited for use on 

Shabbos and can lead to a tragic desecration of Shemiras Shabbos.
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We were shocked to learn of the introduction of the Kosher-Switch to the Frum community and have asked the 

Gedolim for a ruling on the topic. We present a free translation of their ruling here and urge our community to unite in 

rejecting this unfortunate and misleading innovation.
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